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Abstract This article adds to current research on enhancing student discourse in
mathematics teaching specifically in secondary schools but with equal relevance to
elementary schools. Three mathematics teachers in secondary education were
confronted with the question of how to encourage students to discuss their work
with each other in the daily practice of their mathematical lessons. In response to this
question the teachers devised three different approaches to encourage student
discourse. One of the teachers chose to experiment with another setting to perform
mathematical tasks that involved students working together on a group test. The
second teacher experimented with a new kind of help when students were working
on their maths tasks and asked for assistance. The third created a new setting in
which the teacher (temporarily) did not provide mathematical hints and the students
had to solve their own problems. The three teachers were very motivated, but they
all had difficulties in not giving explanations themselves when supporting their
students in their collaborative mathematical learning. They found that temporarily
diminishing their product help stimulated discussion between students. It also
became clear that the process of teacher reflection and follow-up discussions with
the researcher/observers promoted changes of practice.
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Introduction

The role of the teacher in realising discussions between students

Currently in Dutch mathematical classrooms there is an emphasis on students
working independently on tasks. They mostly sit in pairs, but work on different
assignments and teachers rarely stimulate discussion between students. Research
shows that students working in that independent setting risk having insufficient
opportunity to put their thoughts into words and discuss the maths they are trying to
learn (Stigler and Hiebert 1999). In our previous studies we have conducted research
into collaborative learning of mathematics, that focused on the role of the teacher to
stimulate discussion between students (Dekker and Elshout-Mohr 2004; Pijls 2007).
We have compared two types of help the teacher could offer in guiding students
working collaboratively on mathematical problems and their effect on mathematical
level-raising within the problem-solving process (assessed by pre and post tests). In
these previous studies one teacher provided product help by responding to students’
questions by giving appropriate mathematical hints. The other teacher provided
process help by focusing on the process of interaction and explicitly stimulating
students to perform key activities. There was clear evidence that teachers who
stimulated discussion between the students, while keeping their content help very
restricted (process help), were as successful in regard to mathematical level-raising,
and in some situations more successful, than teachers who concentrated on student
product and gave content help (product help). It became clear that teachers had
difficulty stimulating discussions between students without providing mathematical
help themselves. That is why, in this study, we want to reconsider process help and
discover if teachers have other strategies in their daily repertoire to enhance
discussions between students.

In the mathematical learning process of students we consider level-raising as the
transition from students’ initial perception of a situation or problem, based on prior
knowledge and ideas, towards a conceptual perception of that problem or situation.
Reflection on their ideas is a central activity for students attaining mathematical
level-raising (Freudenthal 1973). The key issue is to ensure that students express
their ideas in order to effectively develop mathematical concepts (Dekker and
Elshout-Mohr 1998). This can be effectuated by discussions between students in
small-group work. With mathematical discussions we mean discussions, in which
students show each other their mathematical (thinking) work, explain it, justify it and
reconstruct their (thinking) work, as described as key activities in the process model
of Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (1998). Students can provoke these key activities by
asking each other to show and explain their work, and by giving critique. These
activities are described as regulating activities in the process model. The process
model is presented and described in Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (1998). A summary
is presented in Table 1 which shows the regulating activities and key activities in
students’ interactions that enhance mathematical level-raising.

In Dutch mathematics education the learning materials are developed for
independent learning, with a focus on individual learning. In our previous research
projects (Dekker and Elshout-Mohr 2004; Pijls 2007) we developed learning
materials for collaborative learning. Characteristics of these learning materials are
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that the problems are realistic (which means that they are meaningful for the
students), complex in the sense that different abilities are needed to solve them, ask
for construction of something (to make thinking visible) and aim at level-raising
(Dekker et al. 2004). Also grouping students with some difference in level will
stimulate discussion (Webb 1991).

The guidance and support provided by the teacher is essential in encouraging
students to discuss and develop their ideas with each other, both in guiding whole-
class discussions and by stimulating students to interact with each other during
group work (Hoek 2007; Palha 2008; Walshaw and Anthony 2008). In a whole-class
setting teachers may establish a social norm for their lessons; for instance, they
expect their students to explain their work to each other and to be critical towards
each other’s work (Wood 2001). Hodge (2008) showed in her research that a maths
teacher can let students view mathematics as a subject where the performance of key
activities is essential. She observed the lessons of students in two primary classes
and interviewed the students regarding their mathematical experiences. The teachers
in the two classes organised their lessons in contrasting ways. In one classroom
students commented that they followed the instructions and the explanations of the
teacher and in the other classroom students mentioned expressing their own thinking
and listening to others as essential for the mathematics learning process.

Practices in which teachers ask their students to further explain their work appear
to be effective for students’ explanations and mathematical discussions. Webb et al.
(2008) examined for three teachers the relationship between teacher behaviour
(whole-class and group work), student interaction during group work and student
achievement. During discussion with the whole class, all three teachers in this study
asked students to explain how they solved a mathematical problem, but the teachers
differed in whether or not they asked for further explanation. The teachers also
differed in how often they asked students to explain their work during pair-share.
These differences showed a strong correspondence with the extent to which students
explained to each other during collaborative conversations, and students’ explan-
ations were positively correlated to student achievement. It seems that during group
work, students mirror the teacher-student interactions. A whole-class discussion then
is an essential moment for modelling the performance of regulating activities and
key activities.

The question is: How can teachers adopt behaviour and strategies to encourage
their students to discuss their work? Gillies and Khan (2008) taught primary school
teachers specific communication skills to challenge students’ cognitive and
metacognitive thinking during cooperative learning. These teachers received

Table 1 Key activities and regulating activities

Regulating activities Key activities

Students ask each other to show their work Students show each other their work

Students ask each other to explain their work Students explain their work to each other

Students critique each other’s work Students justify their work

Students reconstruct their work
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additional information on how to promote discussion during their small-group activities.
The focus was essentially on strategies that evoke the expression of students’ own thinking
and the explaining of their ideas, as well as asking their peers to do so (key activities and
regulating activities). The researchers found that students of these teachers provided more
elaborations and obtained higher test scores than their peers whose teachers had not had
this specific training but more general training on cooperative learning.

Daily practice in mathematics education

Although specific training of teachers on collaborative learning may be effective,
other research shows that, for teachers, effectuating discussions between students is
not so evident in daily practice (Stigler and Hiebert 1999). During group work
teachers usually walk through the classroom and respond to students’ questions. The
question is how, when confronted with a question, can teachers stimulate students in
their learning process, by giving appropriate mathematical hints, or by focussing on
the process of interaction between students and explicitly stimulating students to
perform key activities? Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (1998) discerned these two types
of teacher help as product help and process help. Process help led to more
mathematical level-raising for students in pre-university education. Whether it did so
for students in higher vocational education was not clear (Pijls 2007). Students in
this type of education had considerable difficulty with collaborative investigations
and they expected the teacher to give more explanations. However, there were
indications that process help and discussion with their peers encouraged students to
think more about their work. Apparently, the optimal way of guiding students’
mathematical discussions varies for different types of secondary education. Ideally,
teachers should provide both product help and process help. However, the predominant
way of giving help to students working on mathematical tasks is product help. The
reason for this is not completely clear. Perhaps, with the examination goals in mind,
teachers may abandon their focus on students’ own explanations and switch to
providing mathematical information (Peressini and Knuth 1998).

There are several ways in which a teacher may address students’ mathematical
thinking in a cooperative-learning classroom. In their study, Ding et al. (2007)
distinguished three categories of teacher interventions: a) teachers’ guidance
focussing on the learning goal and students’ cognitive obstacles, b) promoting
student thinking, and c) encouraging high-level peer discussion. In a study of
cooperative lessons in six mathematics classes they observed the occurrence of those
activities in the lessons and found that teachers rarely used students’ errors as a
springboard for further learning. The one teacher who did do so insisted (in a whole-
class discussion) on further explanation of the misunderstanding, instead of
reconstruction by “the right answer.” The phenomenon whereby students adopt an
(other) answer from a peer without explaining it was observed by others, for instance
when students consider their peers as experts (Amit and Fried 2005; Pijls et al.
2007a). A further observation by Ding et al. (2007) was that two of the six teachers
intensively stimulated the students to explain their work to each other, but that the
majority mainly focussed on individual student questions (even during group work)
and hence missed opportunities for encouraging peers to perform key activities.
They mention that “teachers are often so occupied interacting with many individual
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students that they neglect peer interaction” (Ding et al. 2007; p. 172) and conclude
that teachers should use peer resources effectively.

Although research provides evidence for the importance of explanations and
mathematical discussions between students, it is still not common for most teachers
to explicitly encourage students to explain their own work in the daily practice of
their lessons. In our research we explicitly engage the teacher as an expert in
developing a learning environment in which students have mathematical discussions
with one another. We wanted to gain insight into the various techniques that teachers
may use to evoke mathematical discussions between students.

Method

Our research question was:

How can teachers realise mathematical discussions between students in their
daily practice?

We defined “mathematical discussions between students” as “students performing key
activities,” that is, students showing, explaining, justifying and reconstructing their work.
The study described in this article consists of the analysis of three case studies with
various teachers, classes and mathematical content to be learned in secondary education.

The organisation of the three case studies was similar; each study consisted of
four parts: a typical lesson, discussion of that lesson, an experimental lesson and its
evaluation. One of the researchers visited the teachers’ mathematics lessons, lessons
which were typical of their daily practice. As we had informed the teachers
beforehand, we observed whether the students discussed their mathematical work,
that is, whether they performed key activities (to show, explain, justify, reconstruct
one’s work). We also observed how the teachers’ behaviour stimulated or hindered
the performance of these key activities. Immediately after each lesson, the researcher
interviewed the teacher for between 30 and 60 min. In this interview the teacher was
confronted with the researcher’s observations regarding discussions between
students. The teacher was then asked how he or she could increase discussions
between students. The teacher was encouraged to formulate his/her own ideas for
new practices, and the researcher mentioned the possibility of providing process
help, that is, temporarily explicitly not providing mathematical hints. An action plan
for another lesson, one week later, was prepared. This next lesson, the experimental
lesson, was observed by the researcher. In an interview immediately after the lesson,
the teacher evaluated this experimental lesson on the aspect of students’ discussions
during pair-share and group work.

We engaged both a beginning teacher (3 years’ teaching practice) and two
experienced (more than 10 years’ teaching practice) mathematics teachers, as we
considered some basic routine in teaching to be essential, but we also took into
account that too much experience could hamper the learning of new teaching
strategies. All three teachers had some experiences with collaborative learning and
knew about the difficulties of increasing discussions between students. They were
very motivated to take part in the study.
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Data collection

Data collection consisted of audio recordings of whole-class discussions and
discussions within small groups of students. Observation notes were collected by
the researchers (both authors), focussing on how mathematical discussions were
evoked by the teacher’s behaviour (way of offering help to the students and the
timing of whole-class explanation) and other factors, such as the learning materials
and the composition of the groups. Audio recordings of the interviews with the
teachers were also collected.

Data analysis

The audio recordings of the small groups of pupils were analysed for the occurrence
of key activities. An example will be given in case III. The observation notes and
interview recordings were analysed for teachers’ actions and the impact on
mathematical discussions with the process model. Regulating activities (to ask to
show work, to ask to explain work, to criticize) and key activities (to show, to
explain, to justify, to reconstruct one’s work) were identified in students’ activities.
The teachers’ actions were analysed both on process help and product help. We also
determined teacher behaviour other than process help for fostering key activities
between students. The inter-observer reliability was addressed as follows: The
analysis of each teacher was performed by one researcher (author) and discussed
with two researchers (authors). There was strong agreement on the interpretation of
the observations.

Results of Case I: Isa experiments with group tests

Isa is a maths teacher in a new school, which is based on principles of a learning
community. Collaboration, interaction and learning together are highly valued and
important on all levels. Students of different school levels are heterogeneously
mixed, but they can do tasks at different levels. At the moment, Isa is the only maths
teacher. Originally she was a teacher in primary education, and before that she taught
in lower secondary education. For Isa, the connection of mathematics with daily life
is very important. She was very motivated to take part in this experiment on
mathematical discussions between students, because she (and her colleagues)
experienced that students do not accomplish their collaborative assignments very
well.

Isa’s typical lesson

The atmosphere in the classroom is relaxed. Isa is sitting on her chair in front of the
classroom and the students are sitting in groups of 3, 4 or 7 students. She starts the
lesson with an introduction on practical matters. Then she asks the students to take a
new sheet of paper and draw a margin. Then she starts with a whole-class
conversation about sizes: “If I fill this little bucket with sand, how much will it
contain?” Students are giving answers; Isa also honours a “wrong answer” by saying
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“I think that is a very logical remark.” She sometimes explicitly asks students to
show their work, and asks to hear from certain groups: “Wait a minute; I first want to
hear this group.” She asks students to explain their work: “How do you know that?”
“Are you sure there are 1000?” In this whole-class setting, Isa stimulates students to
show and to explain their work to her.

Then students are working on assignments independently and when they have a
question, they may walk to Isa’s desk. She sometimes refers students to each other
for explanation, if a student asks a question and another student asks the same
question a little later. In general, peers sitting next to each other are not collaborating
since they are not working on the same task. Thus, advanced students have some
opportunity to show and explain their work, but there is little room for mathematical
discussion during pair-share work.

Isa’s typical lesson—Evaluation

In a whole-class setting, Isa encouraged individual students to show and explain
their work. “I want to make them conscious of their own ideas in the mathematics
lesson” she says.

Organising discussions between students during pair-share work seemed to be
more difficult. “I am not satisfied with the way they do their homework and their
writing is not neat. This takes a lot of my attention during pair-share work: checking
their homework and written work. Besides which, I do not know how to organise
discussions when the students are not working on the same task.”

The researcher (MP) asked Isa what experiments she would like to try to stimulate
discussion between students. She was thinking of a group test, that is, students
individually preparing for a test which they take in groups of three or four. She
would announce this to the students and tell them it was an experimental assessment.

Isa’s experimental lesson

Isa lets her students take a group test for the chapter regarding measurement. She
arranges the groups at the beginning of the lesson, taking into account whether
students consider themselves well prepared or not (they are accustomed to reporting
this to her at the beginning of each lesson). “I don’t want them to profit from others
who did prepare well. Besides, if all group members are badly prepared, they will
have to work now.” Groups are not allowed to discuss with other groups and in the
large classroom there is enough space for all groups to work quietly. The test questions
are not specially group questions; the students choose two of the three realistic problems
to solve together (see Fig. 1). Moreover, in the final task, each group member is
responsible for one column of questions; each group member has to write down the
answers of a certain row, in order to make them all think of the exercises.

It is remarkable to see how intensively the students are collaborating: Most of
them have prepared, so they have (thinking-) work to show. The time is limited, but
they will show what they can. And they will get a group mark for their work, so it is
worthwhile to be critical towards the work of peers and to improve the work.
Students are enthusiastic. They notice that they are now collaborating with students
with whom they have not worked before.
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An example of a dialogue between students is presented. Mike and Eva are
collaborating on a mathematical task. They are discussing a “closed problem.”

Eva: Why do you do that?
Mike: Well, look, cubic… so you multiply it by 1000.
Eva: Why?
Mike: That’s how you get to the metre.
Eva: Are you sure?
Mike: I will explain it.
Mike: Look, it is one step from cm to dm, then another from dm to m
Eva: Oh, yes.
Mike: So the answer is 504…

It is interesting to see that a small, closed task can evoke regulating activities such
as asking for explanations from students. This is in contrast to the criteria for
learning materials in our previous research projects. But these activities might have
something to do with the fact that the students will be rewarded for the test, so they
want to be sure that the answer is correct.

Isa is walking through the classroom, keeping an eye on the work and the key
activities of the groups. If groups are stuck on a problem, she may provide them with
small hints, such as:

“Think of metres and cubic centimetres.”
“What are you going to calculate?”
“How did you find out the content?”
“Use that assignment to solve this one.”

Fig. 1 The test questions
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She also encourages the students to be critical of each other.

“Please say if something you write down is not correct.”
“Make sure what your partners are writing down is correct.”

Since it is a test, her interactions with students are minimal. Students accept this,
whereas in normal lessons they may ask for more explanations from the teacher and
hence diminish their own thinking.

After the lesson, Isa asked students how they experienced this test. Students
highly valued the fact that they could explain their work to each other. They realised
that they learned from working together with people they would not have chosen by
themselves. The groups were assigned a group mark and 1 week later the students
took an individual test. The marks of the individual tests and the group test were
compared and appeared to be comparable.

Isa’s experimental lesson—Evaluation

Isa was enthusiastic: “This group test really made them focus their thinking and
students mentioned that they enjoyed being able to discuss their work with each
other.” In reply to the researcher’s (MP) question about her way of guiding the
students, Isa said that she provided some product help. “During a test I want to
provide students with as much opportunity as possible as to show what they can do.
I don’t want them to get stuck on a detail. That’s why I sometimes give them hints,
to help them along. I also want them to discuss with each other, because when you
can explain what you know to another person, you really understand it. I want them
to collaborate intensively, so that’s why I stimulate discussion.”

This test appeared to be an excellent setting for discussion among students, for
several reasons. First, most of the students had prepared the work, so they could
really engage in the discussion. Second, the students felt involved as they got a mark
for their work and there was a time limit. They really did their best. Third, the help
of the teacher easily remained minimal, which is essential for both teacher and
students as it was a test. Whereas in a regular lesson the absence of explanations by
the teacher was often criticised by the students, this time they readily accepted that
they had to find the answers by themselves.

Results of Case II: John experiments with process help

John has taught in a higher secondary education school for a few years and is
interested in collaborative work. The majority of the teachers in his school teach in a
traditional way, that is, students are sitting in pairs without interaction and the
teacher gives individual help or whole-class explanations. One of John’s mathematics
colleagues has also experimented with collaborative learning, and he experienced
student resistance when they were put into groups of four, as opposed to other lessons
where students sat in rows. Students mentioned that they did not consider collaborative
learning to be “real” mathematics. John was interested in joining the experiment, since
he said that: “Often in my lessons I talk for longer than I would wish to. My question is
really how to make my students more active in the lesson.”
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John’s typical lesson

The researcher (MP) is observing a 10th grade lesson; students are 16 to 17 years old.
They sit in pairs in rows, and they choose a different place every lesson, depending on
which classroom they are in. John starts in a whole-class setting: “The rules on page
20 are essential for this chapter …” He gives an example on the white board. “Does
anyone have a question?” John regularly asks the students to show their work during
this whole-class moment. During his explanations there are couples and groups of four
who are discussing their homework and questions for the upcoming test. When this
becomes too audible, John says “You may discuss mathematical tasks, but please do
not talk about other things.” Then, students continue with their homework and they
ask John for help if they have a question. The researcher notices that John has a clear
overview of which students are working and which are having off-task discussions.
Students are collaborating from time to time, but John is not explicitly encouraging
this. John: “When they have done their homework, they ‘deserve’ explanation. The
danger is that students keep asking me for help and that I talk too much. It would be
better for them to get on with their tasks and try to solve the problems themselves.”

John’s typical lesson—Evaluation

During whole-class moments, John performed some regulating activities by asking
students to show their work. However, he rarely asked them to explain their work or
to discuss each other’s answers. Students do discuss their work with each other when
they are preparing for a test during his whole-class explanations at the beginning of
the lesson. The researcher (MP) suggested that when he allows them to do so; he
might also mention to them that they learn from explaining their work to each other.

When students work independently they ask John for help and he provides themwith
mathematical hints. The researcher (MP) suggested to John that next time he makes it
clear to his students that he wants them to discuss their work with each other if they
have a question. He agreed to experiment with this response to students’ questions.

John’s experimental lesson

The next lesson develops largely the same as the typical lesson. Although John planned
to react differently to students’ questions, it takes some time for him to effect this change
in practice. His “natural” tendency to help students by providing a mathematical hint is
strong. When he finally succeeds in staying away from the mathematical content of the
question and stimulating the interaction between his students, they begin to really
discuss their mathematical tasks. This encourages John to respond in the same way with
other students. A little later, several groups of students are eagerly discussing together.

John’s experimental lesson—Evaluation

Although telling students to discuss the problem with their neighbour might seem a
simple request, it appeared to be quite a step for this teacher not to provide students
with mathematical hints. In the reflection afterwards, John said that he indeed had to
convince himself, but he had been surprised by the result. “I gave them an idea (to
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collaborate) which they would never have thought of themselves, and it worked.
They have everything to gain. Even without complicated structures and tasks in the
classroom, students can very easily make use of the person sitting next to them.”

The next step for John could be to remind his students what happened in this
lesson and make them conscious of it, and tell them that they learn from explaining
their work to others.

Results of Case III: Linda experiments and has her doubts

Linda is an experienced teacher, open for didactical change. She knows that the
researcher (RD) has expertise in collaborative learning of mathematics, so when the
researcher asked if she could observe her teaching to look for her ways of shaping
discussion between students, Linda immediately agreed. The first observation would
be of a normal lesson and then we would discuss how she shaped or could shape
interactive moments between students, and in particular mathematical reasoning.

Linda’s typical lesson

The 11th grade class is in a large, light classroom with mathematics posters on the
walls. The tables are big and heavy, and 27 students aged 16 to 17 are sitting next to
each other in rows of two, three or four. Linda tells them that she has painted the
fence and that she wants to clean the brush, but there is only a little bit of turpentine.
“You have to put it in the fridge,” a boy in the front suggests. Linda smiles, but she
wants to talk about dilution and she asks the students if it is better to use the
turpentine all at once, or to divide it into two small cups. This practical problem is
the start of the subject of limits in which e as limit is dominant.

“Work on the problem by yourself or with your neighbour,” says Linda. The
researcher hears a lot of explaining. Linda is helping a lot too and it is remarkable
that whenever she is near certain students, they start to ask her questions. The
researcher does not hear her asking for reactions to the questions from other
students. So Linda does not treat students who collaborate as a unit. Her explanation
is subtle, though. She tries to help students by asking questions.

“Did you check your answer with your neighbours?” Linda asks, as if she has
read the researchers’ mind! She ends the lesson with a classical discussion, strongly
led by her. She manages to end the lesson with Euler and shows him on a historical
year line with famous mathematicians above the blackboard.

Linda’s typical lesson—Evaluation

The researcher showed Linda her observational notes in relation to the regulating
and key activities of the students. Linda was sensitive to the missed chances to
stimulate discussion. She was also touched by the fact that students “used” her as
soon as she was close by. The researcher and Linda discussed how she could make
her students more conscious of what they could gain from discussion. The researcher
gave her the golden rules, which were developed in earlier research (Dekker and
Elshout-Mohr 2004):
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Show each other your work!
otherwise you don’t have anything to discuss

Explain your work to each other!
because that makes you learn

Give each other critique!
because that improves the work

Linda’s experimental lesson

Linda has brought two home-made apple pies with her and after she says that they have
to finish the chapter on exponential and logarithmic functions this lesson, and that the
researcher is there again to observe their discussions, she concentrates on dividing the
pies and the students start working. She doesn’t mention the golden rules, but it is a
clever way to stimulate discussion and to make the researcher an observing guard! It
smells delicious in the classroom and Linda is clearly not available to give help. The
students start to collaborate and the researcher hears some discussions. A group of three
girls in front of the teacher are very busy together; a group of girls behind her are talking
about anything but mathematics. Linda distributes the pies.

“Look at the examples in the book,” Linda responds to a question.
“Ask Martin” the researcher hears her say, “it is good for Martin too…”

“Barbara, have you done anything?” Linda asks.
“Not much,” Barbara says.

“You have two teachers sitting next to you,” Linda reacts.

“Do you have the card with formulas? Investigate it, the three of you.”

Linda observes two boys at the back who are deep in discussion. They indicate
that they do not want any help from her.

Several small groups are very busy discussing. The researcher also sees students
working alone. At the end Linda asks the students if they enjoyed discussing. There
are positive reactions and the two boys at the back are clearly excited that they
managed to solve the problems together without any help.

At the end of the lesson Linda says to the researcher: “I found this really very hard.”

Linda’s experimental lesson—Evaluation

The researcher interviewed Linda after the lesson.

“At the end of the lesson you told me that you found it hard.”

“Yes, because I like to explain, especially when I see those questioning eyes.
When they are stuck and want you to help them with the next step, I very much
like being able to explain it to them. I like mathematics very much and I want
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to know how my students react. I want to help them very gradually without
telling them exactly what to do, but I want to be there to see how the process
evolves. Now I really had to say ‘ask your neighbour,’ and walk away as
quickly as possible, otherwise they kept asking me. I don’t feel that I did a
good job.”

“You had the feeling that you were not allowed to explain.”

“I wanted to stay away from it, and that was very hard. There are some very
good students. Tamar is very good, but she had a question. I told her that
maybe Rica could help her. Rica is not that strong and she isn’t as far as Tamar,
because Tamar gets on with her work. Tamar is usually the one who explains
everything to the other two, Iris and Rica. And then she had a question for me,
but I don’t know how that ended and I don’t like that feeling, not knowing
whether or not she understood it in the end.”

“Did you see an effect of your different role?”

“Well, that was funny. I found it very hard, but at the end I saw students
discussing more with each other and sometimes that worked very well; they
really started to ask each other to explain and they helped each other. Like at
the end when I asked for their opinion, there was one couple, two boys, who
said they had collaborated very successfully by showing and explaining their
work to each other. But they were working on the same problem. Maybe that is
crucial. It might have been different if one was much further than the other but
still had to help another person, even though they were involved with their
own problem; they would then have had to move over to another problem. I
am the one who has expertise to deal with all the problems at the same time.”

Later the researcher listened to her audiotape to find the fragment where Linda “helps”
Tamar by involving Rica. The researcher is curious if Linda’s doubts make sense.

Tamar, Rica and Iris

Tamar: How can one ever take a primitive from this? It isn’t really explained.
Linda: Isn’t it?
Tamar: No, they explain it only for one divided by x, but not really for
something with a minus.
Linda: [to Rica] Where are you?
Rica: …
Linda: It may be nice if Rica has a look at where you’re getting stuck. You are
very good, but Rica may see why you’re having trouble. She looks at different
things. Why is this problem more difficult than that one? Maybe it is only
something small that you don’t see and Rica does.
Linda goes away.
Iris: So, now you are allowed to explain, how nice.
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[Laughter.]
Rica: What is a primitive?
Tamar looks into the booklet with solutions.
Tamar: It has to be one sixth, it has to be this.
Iris: Is one sixth two times? … so maybe if you… that I understand
Tamar: I understand that there is a minus.. But why it is one sixth?
Rica: Oh, maybe it is one half, because there you divide by three…
Iris: But the derivative of minus two is… if you take the derivative from this,
then that is minus two, and if that minus two times one divided by three, that
is… one sixth and then you have two…
Tamar: Sure, do you know another way to get one sixth? One divided by six!
Iris: Yeeeeeah, but here is a three, if you… just like the one with one
hundredth, then you didn’t do one hundredth, but you did put it down.
Tamar: Shall I just put it down?
Iris: Just act as if you understand.
… … …
Tamar: Well, I don’t understand anything about it. I’m already getting stuck
with the nextone. What is the primitive of this?
Iris: Of only this little piece? The primitive or the derivative?
Tamar: Primitive, plus one
Iris: Oh, if you know what the primitive is… …
Tamar: (…)
Iris: No, just have a look…

Maybe Rica did not really get involved, but Iris did, and she revealed herself as
an explainer. It is unusual for Tamar not to be the explainer, but a real breakthrough
in this little group. And all because of Linda’s clever action!

Conclusions and discussion

The aim of the study was to find out how mathematical teachers in their daily practice
can encourage their students to perform key activities for mathematical level-raising (to
show, explain, justify and reconstruct one’s work) (Dekker and Elshout-Mohr 1998).
In Dutch classrooms almost every lesson starts with an oral introduction by the teacher
in a whole-class setting, consisting of explanation of the homework and introduction
of a new mathematical issue. Then students work independently, sitting in pairs, on
their mathematical tasks. The teacher walks through the classroom to answer the
students’ questions. Our question was: How can teachers realise mathematical
discussions between students in this daily practice? First we examined what teachers
already did in their daily classrooms to enhance key activities.

Key activities in daily practice

We observed several ways in which the three teachers already evoked mathematical
discussions between their students. During the introduction of the lesson, the
observed teachers often asked students to show their work by posing questions in
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general (“What is the derivative of x2?,” “What is the most effective way to clean my
brush using as little turpentine as possible?”) or by asking a specific student to show
his or her answer. However, students were rarely asked to react to each other or
given the chance to first discuss their problem-solving strategies with each other. We
did not observe teachers asking students for explanations of their work or asking
them to ask other students to critique their work in the whole-class setting. The
teachers mentioned “working with peers” to students as a possible way of doing their
work and this occurred. It seemed to be tolerated, rather than enthusiastically
promoted to the students as an effective way to sharpen their own thoughts and
ideas. Overall, teachers invited students to show their work in the whole-class
setting, but they did not make use of the opportunities to start mathematical
discussions between students.

When students were working independently and asked the teacher for help, the
teacher did not usually involve peers. They gave explanations or subtle mathematical
hints to the student who asked the question. One teacher experienced that the
questions arose while she walked through the classroom, as if that evoked students
to ask her for help. Another teacher considered providing help as a “reward” for
students who put a lot of effort into their homework. Altogether, although small
discussions in classrooms sometimes did take place, there was a lack of “shared
understanding” between students and teacher regarding the fact that these were
activities that could be learnt from. However, the teacher’s hints were generally
considered as crucial for learning. This phenomenon has also been observed in other
research (Barkatsas and Malone 2005; Pijls et al. 2007b).

Experiments with process help

The three teachers developed an intervention to evoke key activities. The first
teacher did so by offering students an assessment to be completed in groups. The test
served as a setting for discussion between students. This formative use of assessment
(Harlen et al. 1992) evoked the performance of key activities due to the fact that
students had prepared for the test (which enabled them to explain their work much
better than without preparation) and the fact that they got a “mark” for it (which
motivated them to look for the right answer). Furthermore, the fact that the groups
were arranged by the teacher and that the time was limited also stimulated discussion
between students. The group test thus served as a tool to make the students perform
key activities and to get insight into the students’ thinking processes. The students’
solution-finding processes were made visible, as Even (2005) mentioned in her study
on contemporary assessment techniques. Another way to stress to students the
importance of key activities in the mathematics lesson might be to assess the
showing, explaining, and possibly also the justifying and reconstructing of their
work activities. This self-assessment and meta-cognition process could be
incorporated into the collaborative learning activity so that students regularly
reflect on key activities such as how well they shared their ideas and justified
their problem-solving strategies.

The second teacher intentionally refrained from providing the answer or a hint
when a pair of students asked him for help, but explicitly directed them to each
other. As Ding et al. (2007) found, this is not at all easy for teachers; there is a strong
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tendency to explain. However, this intervention led to unusual discussions between
small groups of students in the mathematics lesson.

The third teacher went even further in evoking explanations from her students. She
explicitly told a student, who had never been expected to explain her work before, to
explain a mathematical task to her peers. This led to an unexpected discussion between
three students, in which the student who usually explained listened, and the third mainly
explained. By asking the “weak” student to explain, the teacher made clear that the act of
explaining was more important than “providing the right answer.” Students could learn
that by explaining their work, they might learn something themselves. For this teacher it
was helpful that the discussion between students was audio taped, because this allowed
her to check what happened in the small group discussion.

Process help: some barriers

What can we conclude from the description and the analysis of the three cases? It
was really hard for all three teachers to change their role, despite all three having
agreed on changing their role and on being influenced in the way to do that. The first
teacher actually did provide some mathematical hints, although limited through the
setting of an assessment. It took some effort and time for the other two to “resist
their natural inclination to tell students information, make the task simpler, or step in
and do part of the task” (Wood 2001, p.116). The third teacher, in spite of positive
effects, kept insisting that the setting should be different: that is, students working on
the same task at the same time. Moreover, she expressed her own preference for
giving students explanations. Many mathematics teachers like to explain; they feel it
is their “mission.” So it is a big step to ask these teachers to change their role and
stimulate students to give each other explanations. A change of setting is one way of
justifying the change of role for their students. A change of role during the normal
lessons seems simple, but implies a more radical change in the didactical contract
they have with their students (Brousseau 1997).

Process help: some possibilities

The experiments with process help also yielded new opportunities for discussion in the
mathematics lesson. The first teacher discovered that her students were enthusiastic about
their mathematical discussions; the second teacher immediately felt the positive effect of
students discussing their work with each other and saw opportunities to incorporate this
in his normal lessons. This relatively small intervention could have remarkable effects. In
our case studies we focussed on the first experiences with this teaching method. When
teachers become aware of the effect of their (new) behaviour, they may become
interested in integrating new strategies into their teaching. In a longer trajectory teachers
may have the opportunity to develop innovative practices, experiment, reflect and share
ideas (Swan 2006; de Geest 2007). Whether a teacher succeeds in implementing reform
practices or not depends on many factors (Cady et al. 2006).

A next step after trying out process help in the classroom could be to make the
students aware of the interesting discussions which occurred during this “special”
lesson and the fact that one learns from explaining to a peer. Students and teachers would
therefore become conscious that discussing thoughts and explaining ideas is essential in
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mathematics lessons. We do not mean that math teachers should only give process help
during their lessons, but the tendency to provide mathematical information appears to be
so strong that it would be worthwhile for them to incorporate process help alongside
content/product help to provide a balanced mathematics pedagogy.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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